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Abstra t: The data integration and sharing a tivities arried on in the framework
of the Semanti

Web lead to large knowledge bases that must be queried, analyzed,

and exploited e iently.

Many of the knowledge representation languages of the

Rdf, are based on dire ted, labeled graphs, whi h
an be also manipulated using graph algorithms and tools oming from other domains. In this paper, we propose an analysis approa h of Rdf graphs by reusing
the veri ation te hnology developed for on urrent systems. To this purpose, we
dene a translation from the Sparql query language into Xtl, a general-purpose
graph manipulation language implemented in the Cadp veri ation toolbox for
asyn hronous on urrent systems. This translation makes it possible to extend the
expressive power of Sparql naturally by adding Xtl temporal logi formulas hara terizing sequen es, trees, or general subgraphs of the Rdf graph. Our approa h
exhibits a performan e omparable with that of dedi ated Sparql query evaluation
engines, as illustrated by experiments on large Rdf graphs.
Key-words: Rdf, labeled transition system, model he king, Sparql, temporal

Semanti

Web, starting with

logi , veri ation
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Une extension de SPARQL
ave logique temporelle
Résumé :
le

Les a tivités d'intégration et de partage des données ee tuées dans

adre du Web sémantique

onduisent à des bases de

onnaissan es de grande

taille, qui doivent être interrogées, analysées et exploitées e a ement. Beau oup
des langages de représentation des

onnaissan es utilisés dans le Web sémantique

sont basés sur des graphes orientés et étiquetés, qui peuvent également être manipulés au moyen d'algorithmes et d'outils provenant d'autres domaines. Dans

e

Rdf en réutilisant
Dans e
but, nous dénissons une tradu tion du langage d'interrogation Sparql vers Xtl,
un langage général de manipulation de graphes implémenté dans la boîte à outils
Cadp pour la véri ation des systèmes on urrents asy n hrones. Cette tradu tion
permet d'étendre naturellement le pouvoir expressif de Sparql en rajoutant des
formules de logique temporelle Xtl ara térisant des séquen es, des arbres ou des
sous-graphes généraux d'un graphe Rdf. Notre appro he a une performan e omparable ave
elle des moteurs d'évaluation Sparql spé ialisés, omme il est illustré
par des expérien es sur des graphes Rdf de grande taille.
Mots- lés :
Rdf, système de transitions étiquetées, évaluation de propriétés,
Sparql, logique temporelle, véri ation
rapport, nous proposons une appro he pour analyser les graphes
la te hnologie de véri ation développée pour les systèmes

on urrents.
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Introdu tion

During the last de ade, the resear h and development a tivities performed within the
framework of the Semanti

Web [5℄ led to large and

omplex knowledge bases repre-

sented using the languages standardized by the World Wide Web (W3C) onsortium,
su h as

Owl [11℄ and Rdf [20℄. As the quantity of information

ontained in stru -

tured ontologies grows, the need for expressive languages and e ient tools performing

onsisten y

he king, querying, and exploration be omes more stringent. Several

te hnologies dedi ated to these aspe ts are now well-established, taking their roots in

Owl ontologies, su h as FaCT++ [31℄), relational
Rdf do uments, su h as Sparql [29℄), or graph manipulation (navigation languages for Xml [30℄ do uments, su h as XPath [3℄). The
re ent resear h eorts are oriented towards the integration of dierent semanti features into the same language, as illustrated by the XQuery [6℄ language for querying
Xml do uments, whi h ombines the path des ription onstru ts of XPath and the
relational database operators of Sql [19℄.
des ription logi s (reasoners for
databases (query languages for

The knowledge bases built using the Semanti
underlying semanti
representation as

Web languages share a

ommon

model, namely the dire ted, labeled graphs provided by their

Rdf do uments. This allows the manipulation of knowledge bases

by means of graph-based algorithms and tools available from other domains, su h as
the formal veri ation of

on urrent systems. In this paper, we propose an exten-

Sparql language with temporal logi properties enabling to hara terize
y les in Rdf graphs. We a hieve this extension by reusing
the te hnology available in the Cadp [15℄ veri ation toolbox for asyn hronous, onurrent systems. First, we give a s heme for en oding Rdf graphs into the ompa t
B g format used by Cadp for representing the state spa es of on urrent programs.
Then, we devise a translation of Sparql queries into the Xtl [27℄ language used
by Cadp for exploring graphs en oded in the B g format. Although originally dened for the model he king of temporal logi operators extended with data, Xtl
sion of the

sequen es, trees, and/or

is a general-purpose fun tional language able to des ribe various kinds of graph explorations, and proves to be useful also for en oding relational algebrai

Sparql syntax with two new
properties on nodes of the Rdf graph.

Finally, we propose to extend the
evaluate temporal logi

To assess the usefulness of our approa h, we
experiments on

operators.

lauses enabling to

arried out several query evaluation

Rdf graphs of in reasing size, by using both the B g and XtlSparql evaluation engine. The results obtained

based approa h and a spe ialized
show that our approa h yields

omparable performan e in memory and time w.r.t.

the spe ialized one, and therefore
analyzing

Rdf graphs.
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Related Work.
problem in

Sear hing the information

omputer s ien e.

to the languages G [9℄ and

ontained in graphs is a long-standing

Sin e the early works on graph querying that led

Ce il [23℄, regular expressions and extensions thereof

appeared as a handful means for

hara terizing and sear hing sequen es in dire ted

graphs. Regular expressions have also been su

essfully used in the database eld as

GraphLog [8℄
Lorel [1℄ language for

an extension of the traditional query me hanisms, for instan e in the
language for sear hing databases

ontaining graphs or in the

querying obje t-oriented databases
In the eld of Semanti

ontaining semi-stru tured data.

Web, several approa hes were proposed for query-

ing graphs, most of them having led to languages standardized by the W3C,

XPath, XQuery, and Sparql. More spe i ally related to Rdf, varSparql were proposed in order to in rease its expressiveness.
SparqleR [21℄ and PSparql [2℄ are extensions of Sparql with regular expressu h as

ious extensions of

sions involving data, whi h allow the

hara terization of paths of arbitrary length

in addition to the relational query me hanisms based on join operations.

Other

Sparql with XPath operators, extended regular expressions (similar
egrep Unix utility), and graph patterns, were in orporated into the
1
Arq evaluation engine or in additional libraries, su h as Gleen[12℄.

extensions of

to those of the

The appli ations of veri ation in this setting so far were mainly fo used on
he king properties of the World Wide Web seen as a graph [10℄ and on the usage
of model
upon the

XPath queries [14℄. Our approa h relies
ompa t graph representation equipped with Xtl, a

he king as evaluation engine for

B g environment for

general language able to des ribe arbitrary xed point
to extra t and manipulate the data values

omputations on graphs and

ontained in transition labels. From this

Xtl oers graph manipulation primitives of the same nature as those
available in XQuery for sear hing Xml do uments, and allows to freely integrate

point of view,

relational and graph-based operations.

Rdf, Sparql, and the veriation te hnology provided by the Cadp toolbox. Se tion 3 des ribes the en odings
of Rdf graphs as Ltss in the B g format a epted by Cadp, the translation of
Sparql queries to Xtl, and their extension with temporal logi properties. Se tion 4 shows experimental results omparing the performan e of our approa h and
of dedi ated Sparql evaluation engines on large Rdf graphs. Finally, Se tion 5

Paper Outline.

Se tion 2 gives a qui k overview of

summarizes the results and gives dire tions for future work.
1 http://jena.sour

eforge.net/ARQ
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Ba kground

Rdf (Resour e Des ription Framework ) [20℄ is a knowledge representation language dedi ated to the annotation of resour es within the
framework of the Semanti Web. An Rdf do ument an be represented as a set
of triples hsubject, predicate, objecti, where the predi ate (denoted by an Iri, an
Internationalized Resour e Identier ) expresses the relationship between a subje t
(denoted by an Iri or a blank node) and an obje t (denoted by an Iri, a blank node
RDF and SPARQL.

or a literal).

Another equivalent representation is as a dire ted labeled graph in

whi h nodes are labeled by subje ts or obje ts, edges are labeled by predi ates, and
ea h edge

onne ting two nodes

orresponds to a triple relating the subje t label of

the sour e node to the obje t label of the target node via the predi ate label of the
edge. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) dened two standardized syntaxes

Rdf graphs: the N3 [4℄ notation and the Xml [30℄ serialization.
To sear h and extra t information from Rdf do uments, the W3C dened the
Sparql [29℄ query language, whi h takes its roots in the Sql [19℄ language used for

for

querying relational databases.

CADP

esses )

and

XTL.

Cadp2

(

Constru tion and Analysis of Distributed Pro-

[15℄ is a state-of-the-art veri ation toolbox for asyn hronous

systems.

on urrent

It has been applied over the years for validating over 110 industrial

ase-studies

3

4

and for developing over 40 derived resear h tools .

The toolbox a -

epts as input several des ription languages with pro ess algebrai

avour (su h

Lotos [18℄, Fsp [25℄, and Chp [26℄) and also lower-level formalisms su h as the
Exp [24℄ language for networks of ommuni ating automata. All these languages are
ompiled into labeled transition systems (Ltss), whi h are state/transition graphs
representing the behaviour of on urrent systems.
Cadp provides several representations for Ltss, among whi h the B g (Binary

as

Coded Graphs )

ompa t le format equipped with spe i

ompression algorithms

and with a set of tools and libraries implementing various features (reading/writing,
relabeling,

Xtl (eXe utable Temproperties involving data values on B g graphs. The language

onversion to other formats, visualization, et .).

poral Language ) [27℄ is a fun

tion of temporal logi

tional language and tool for the des ription and evalua-

enables to handle sets of states and transitions, to extra t the data values
in transition labels, and to des ribe the xed point
ral logi

ontained

omputations underlying tempo-

operators by means of forward or ba kward traversals of the graph. These

B g and Xtl parti ularly suitable as targets for translating Rdf
graphs and Sparql queries, respe tively.

features make

2 http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/

3 See the online atalog at
4 See the online atalog at

RR n° 7056
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Translating SPARQL to XTL

Rdf graphs an be en oded as Ltss in the
B g format, then we present the translation from Sparql to Xtl, and nally we
propose to extend Sparql queries with new lauses allowing to he k temporal logi
properties on the nodes of Rdf graphs.
We begin this se tion by showing how

3.1

En oding RDF graphs in BCG

The dire ted, labeled graphs representing

Rdf do uments asso iate information

both to nodes (subje ts and obje ts) and to transition labels (predi ates).

The

Ltss representing the state spa es of on urrent programs atta h information only
Therefore, in order to onvert an Rdf
graph into an Lts, all the information atta hed to the nodes must be moved into
the transition labels. A natural way of a hieving this is by onverting every edge
p
s p o
s → o of the Rdf graph into an edge of the form s → o in the Lts. This is the
lassi al translation from state-based models (Kripke stru tures) to a tion-based
models (Ltss) dened, e.g., in [7℄. It has the advantage of being su in t, the
resulting Lts having exa tly as many states and transitions as nodes and edges in
the Rdf graph.
In the B g format, states are en oded as natural numbers and transition labels
to transition labels (events or a tions).

have the form
and

v1 , ..., vn

G v1 ...vn ,

where

G

is the name of a gate ( ommuni ation

are data values ex hanged during

B g format an Lts

orresponding to an

hannel)

ommuni ation. To represent in the

Rdf graph, the

hara ter strings denoting

subje ts and obje ts are given unique indexes en oding states, and the transition
labels are of the form  A
vention and

s p o,

s, p, o are the

where

A

is a  titious gate name adopted by

hara ter strings of the

on-

orresponding subje t, predi ate,

Rdf graphs represented in the N3 format
onverted into Ltss represented in the B g format.

and obje t. Using this en oding s heme,
an be straightforwardly

3.2

En oding SPARQL operators in XTL

Xtl implements various operations for manipulating sets of states, labels, and edges
of the Lts, in luding the enumeration of all elements in a set. It is also equipped
with a prepro essor enabling to dene parameterized ma ros and to group them
into reusable libraries. The prin iple we adopt for en oding Sparql queries in Xtl
is to enumerate and display all the solutions of a relational algebrai term. This
is illustrated in Figure 1 for the Bgp (Basi Graph Pattern ) operator of Sparql,
whi h mat hes a subset of the triples ontained in an Rdf graph by extra ting
their elds in data variables and/or mat hing them against data values. The Bgp
is translated into an Xtl iteration ma ro BGP taking four parameters: pattern
INRIA
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Bgp ( onstants or variable de larations); property
Bgp;
and b1 , b2 represent the bodies of the iteration, i.e., the Xtl printing statements
that must be exe uted for ea h triple mat hing the Bgp and when no triple mat hes
the Bgp, respe tively.
ontains the three elds of the

denotes a boolean expression that may use the data variables extra ted by the

ma ro BGP (

pattern, property, b1 , b2 ) =

E :edge

if for

apply or
from false
to if

E -> [ A pattern where property ℄
let a:a tion = b1 in true end_let

then

else
false
end_if
end_for
then
nop
else

b2
end_if
end_ma ro

Figure 1:
The

Xtl iteration ma ro enumerating all triples mat hing a Bgp

Xtl  for expression enumerates all edges in the graph and a

umulates in

an internal boolean variable (initialized to false and updated at ea h iteration) the
fa t that a mat hing edge has been en ountered or not. The label of the
edge

E,

boolean

whi h has the form  A

property

the mat hing su
semanti s of

s p o,

by means of the  ->
eeds, then the

is then mat hed against the

[

...

℄

pattern

label mat hing operator of

b1 statement (of type a

urrent
and the

Xtl.

If

tion) is exe uted. The stati

Xtl ensures that all data variables de lared in the pattern are visible

inside the expression
within b1 . If no su

ontained in the  if bran h, and therefore they

an be used

essful mat h was en ountered upon the end of the iteration (i.e.,

the value of the internal variable returned by the  for expression is false), then the

b2

statement is exe uted.

Sparql query is ompositional: ea h relational operator has
Xtl iteration ma ro, and a query ontaining nested relational operators
yields an appropriate nesting of the orresponding Xtl iteration ma ros. Table 1
The translation of a

a spe i

RR n° 7056
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shows a simplied version of the translation rules for the main relational operators
of

Sparql, by

onsidering that all operands are

Bgps.

Sparql operators into Xtl

Table 1: (Simplied) translation rules of

Sparql

Op.

BGP

FILTER

JOIN

LJOIN

UNION

Xtl

{?x ?y ?z}
{c ?y ?z}
{?x ?y ?z.
FILTER f (?x, ?y, ?z)}
{?x ?y ?z.
!z ?t ?u}
{?x ?y ?z.
OPTIONAL{?z ?t ?u}}
{{?x ?y ?z}
UNION
{?t ?u ?v}}

BGP (?x:string ?y :string ?z :string, true,
BGP (!c ?y :string ?z :string, true,

b1 , b2 )

b1 , b2 )

BGP (?x:string ?y :string ?z :string,

f (x, y, z), b1 , b2 )
BGP (?x:string ?y :string ?z :string, true,
BGP (!z ?t:string ?u:string, true, b1 , nop), nop)
BGP (?x:string ?y :string ?z :string, true,
BGP (!z ?t:string ?u:string, true, b1 , b2 ), nop)
BGP (?x:string ?y :string ?z :string, true, b1 , b2 )
fby
BGP (?t:string ?u:string ?v :string, true,

b1 , b2 )

Bgps show how variable de larations and onstants are
translated into Xtl label patterns using the  ? and the  ! notations, respe tively.
Here we onsider that all elds are of string type, but Xtl an re ognize also label
elds of other types (booleans, integers, reals, et .). When the Bgp is equipped
with a FILTER lause, the boolean expression f (?x, ?y, ?z) is passed as the property
parameter to the Xtl iteration ma ro. The JOIN operator yields a nested iteration,
The two examples of

the invo ation of the BGP iteration ma ro for the se ond triple being passed as
body

b1

z1

to the invo ation of the BGP ma ro for the rst iteration. The eld

on

whi h the join takes pla e, whi h was extra ted by the rst BGP ma ro, is used
as a

onstant value in the se ond BGP ma ro.

translated similarly, ex ept that the body
but

b2

The LJOIN (left join) operator is

is not set to the empty a tion nop,

onsists in printing empty slots instead of the elds of the se ond triple. The

UNION operator is translated as the sequential

omposition of the two BGP iteration

ma ros.
Finally, the iteration bodies
ator present at the top of ea h

b1 , b2

are derived from the SELECT proje tion oper-

Sparql query, whi h indi ates the list of variables

to be printed as the result of the query. This is illustrated below by the translation
of an LJOIN query in

Sparql
Xtl

Xtl:

SELECT ?x ?t WHERE { ?x ?y ?z . OPTIONAL { ?z ?t ?u } }
BGP (?x:string ?y :string ?z :string, true,
BGP (!z ?t:string ?u:string, true, print (x,

t),

print (x,

" ")),

nop)

INRIA
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The body

x

and

t
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of the se ond BGP iteration ma ro prints the values of variables

assigned at ea h iteration, whereas the body

an empty slot

orresponding to the situation when no

spe ied by the OPTIONAL

Optimizations.

The

b2

prints the value of

and

Rdf triple mat hes the Bgp

lause.

Xtl iteration ma ro shown in Figure 1

whenever the subje t or the obje t eld in
is no more performed on all edges

E,

an be optimized

pattern has a xed value (either a

or a variable extra ted by an en losing iteration ma ro). In this
subje t node or

x

onstant,

ase, the iteration

but only on those edges going out of the

oming to the obje t node.

Xtl provides spe ialized operators for

performing these iterations e iently (originally devised for the evaluation of modal
logi
the

operators), by translating them in terms of the iteration operators provided by

B g libraries.

3.3

Adding temporal logi

properties

Sparql query is translated into an Xtl expression, it is very easy to extend
Rdf graph, expressed, e.g., as temporal logi
formulas. The Cadp toolbox provides Xtl libraries [27℄ en oding the operators
(extended with data) of several bran hing-time logi s, su h as Hml [17℄, A tl [28℄,
and fragments of the modal µ- al ulus [22℄.
The basi idea is to onstrain further the Sparql query by asso iating temporal properties to the subje ts and obje ts o urring in Bgps in a way similar to
On e a

it with stru tural properties on the

the FILTER

lause. To this purpose, we dene the additional

lauses S-PROP and

O-PROP, whi h asso iate temporal properties to subje ts and obje ts, respe tively.
A subje t or obje t

onstrained by the S-PROP or O-PROP

the query solution i its
evaluated on the

the S-PROP and O-PROP

The S-PROP

extension of the

lauses and its translation in

s ?p ?o

{ ?

. S-PROP

P

. O-PROP

Q

property

Bgps of Sparql with

Xtl are shown below.

}

BGP (?s:string ?p:string ?o:string,
(sour e (

node of the

an be part of

orresponding node satises the temporal logi

Rdf graph. The synta ti

Sparql
Xtl

lause

P

E)

among

lause amounts to

urrent triple

the temporal formula

P.

E)

P)

and (target (E ) among

Q), b1 , b2 )

he k that the subje t node (i.e., the sour e

belongs to the set of nodes produ ed by evaluating

The O-PROP

Q

lause has a symmetri

interpretation in

and Q are Xtl expressions of type stateset (i.e., they
Rdf graph) that are synta ti ally opied in the property
parameter of the Xtl iteration ma ro.
The data handling features of Xtl enable to go beyond lassi al temporal logi s,
for instan e by allowing the formula P to use the data values extra ted by the Bgp

terms of the target node.

denote sets of nodes in the

RR n° 7056
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and stored in the
the existen e of a

s, p, o

variables. For example, the extended

Bgp below expresses

y le of unknown length going from the obje t of a triple ba k to

the subje t of the same triple:
{ ?s ?p ?o . O-PROP EF_A (true, Dia (EVAL_A (A _ _ !s), true)) }
The Xtl formula in the O-PROP lause ombines the potentiality operator EFα
A tl, whi h states the existen e of a sequen e of 0 or more transitions labeled
by a tions satisfying α (here α is true, meaning that we impose no onstraint on
transition labels) and the Hml diamond modality hA _ _ !sitrue, whi h states the
of

existen e of a transition going out from the

urrent state (i.e., the last state of the

sequen e mat hed by the EF operator) and labeled by a triple with obje t

s

(the

two other elds are ignored, being mat hed by the wild ards '_'). Ea h temporal
or modal operator is implemented by an

Xtl fun tion (su h as EF_A and Dia)

returning the set of graph nodes satisfying it.
stands for {
pattern

a.

L:label

where

L -> [ a ℄

EVAL_A(a)

ma ro operator

A tl allows the spe i ation of bran hing-time
hara terizing subtrees of the Rdf graph. For example, the extended Bgp

The inevitability operator
properties

The

}, the set of transition labels satisfying a

AFα of

below mat hes all triples for whi h all sequen es going out of their subje t node lead,
after a nite number of steps, to an obje t

v:

{ ?s ?p ?o . S-PROP AF_A (true, Dia (EVAL_A (A _ _ !v ), true)) }
Other kinds of temporal properties
within the S-PROP and O-PROP
modal

µ-

omplex

al ulus

an be spe ied by using various operators

lauses. For instan e, the xed point operators of

an be used to en ode sequen es mat hing regular expressions or

y les, whi h are expressible within the

µ-

al ulus fragments of alternation

1 and 2, respe tively [13℄.

4

Performan e Measures

We

arried out several experiments in order to study the behaviour of our

B g and

Xtl-based query evaluation approa h w.r.t. dedi ated Sparql evaluation engines.
As andidate for omparison, we hose the Arq engine used by the Jena Semanti
5
Web framework for Java developed by Hp Labs . To obtain Rdf graphs of in reas6
ing size, we used the Lubm ben hmark [16℄, whi h enables to generate randomly
new ontologies in Owl starting from a basi ontology representing a university.
5 http://jena.sour

6 http://swat.

eforge.net
se.lehigh.edu/proje ts/lubm
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Table 2: Sizes of the

N

Rdf graphs used in query evaluation experiments

Graph size
nodes

1
3
9
27

Given a number

N

N3 size

edges

(MB)

26 476 102 741
84 720 346 813
278 456 1 159 196
881 828 3 687 700

of universities,

variations of the basi

11

6.59
22.27
74.50
238.61

Bg

size

(MB)

3.81
12.72
42.39
136.72

Ratio
(%)

57.8
57.1
56.8
57.2

Lubm generates N Owl les

ontology. These

N

les were merged and

ontaining random
onverted using the

Cwm tool7 into a single Rdf le in the N3 format, whi h was subsequently en oded
in the B g format. Table 2 gives the numbers of nodes and edges of the Rdf graphs
obtained for in reasing values of N and ompares the sizes of the orresponding les.
The B g format is almost two times more ompa t than the N3 format.
On ea h Rdf graph, we he ked several Sparql queries involving various algebrai operators, some of them being based on the example queries ontained in the
Lubm ben hmark. All experiments were performed on a 2.2 GHz Cpu, 1 GByte
ma hine running Linux. The results are shown in Figure 2. The rst three pi tures
(a), (b), ( ) ompare the times of evaluating requests made of Bgps, JOIN, and
UNION operators by using Arq on the N3 les and Xtl on the B g les. For large
les, we observe that Arq be omes in reasingly faster than Xtl. However, the
quasi-totality of the evaluation time using Xtl is taken by the initial phase of loading the ne essary information from the B g le into memory, illustrated in pi ture
(d) by evaluating an empty request. By omparing pi ture (d) with pi tures (a),
(b), and ( ), we see that the time taken by Xtl for the pure evaluation of queries
is omparable with the time taken by Arq.
We an therefore take advantage of the fa t that we an group several queries
into the same Xtl program, whi h enables to perform the loading a single time. The
ee t of grouping is illustrated by pi ture (e), whi h ompares the time of evaluating
all Xtl queries (grouped into a single program) and the sum of the times taken by
Arq to evaluate ea h individual query. We noti e a de rease of the dieren e in
time w.r.t. Arq when the number of queries in the group in reases, the two tools
be oming equally e ient when the Xtl le ontains about 10 requests.
Finally, Pi ture (f ) shows the memory onsumption, whi h is almost independent
from the type of query. Xtl is less memory- onsuming than Arq an all examples,
7 http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/do
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the two tools exhibiting a quasi-linear variation of the memory with the size of the

Rdf les.

(a)

(b)

( )

(d)

(e)

(f )

Figure 2: Performan e measures using

5

Arq on N3 les and Xtl on B g les

Con lusion and Future Work

Rdf graphs by reusing
the veri ation te hnology available from the domain of on urrent systems. Our
approa h involves two aspe ts: an en oding of Rdf graphs as state spa es in the B g
format used by the Cadp veri ation toolbox, and a translation of Sparql queries
in the Xtl language dedi ated to the exploration of B g graphs. This provides a

We proposed an approa h for evaluating queries on large

INRIA
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Sparql with the possibility of evaluating temporal logi
y les in the Rdf graph, and

natural way of extending
properties

13

hara terizing sequen es, subtrees, and/or

more generally with the ability to perform arbitrary graph explorations des ribed
in

Xtl.

The experiments we

arried out on medium and large

Rdf graphs have shown

B g and Xtl are omparable with those
Arq evaluation engine dedi ated to Sparql. The in reased expressiveness
brought by the temporal logi operators available in the Xtl libraries of Cadp
goes beyond existing work, whi h mainly fo used on extending Sparql with the
dete tion of sequen es mat hing regular expressions.
Our work an be ontinued along several dire tions. First, the translation to Xtl
an be extended in order to over the whole Sparql language, and not only the
that the performan es obtained by using

of the

basi

relational algebrai

operators we shown in Se tion 3.2. Se ond, the translation

should be further automated and experimented on other examples of domain-spe i

Rdf graphs.

Finally, it would be interesting to study the

properties that are most useful for analyzing

Rdf graphs.

lasses of temporal logi
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